JEEP® JK - SOFT GOODS

Smittybilt's now offering a complete line of OE quality soft goods accessories for the 2007-2012 Jeep Wrangler & Unlimited. All of our soft goods start out digitized and then cut from a CNC plotter which guarantees you'll receive a perfect fit every-time. All of our Smittybilt materials are pressed out to our specifications so you can be assured you get the highest quality with the best finish possible.

A EXTENDED TOP
- Protection from the elements for front & rear passengers
- Constructed of same durable materials as our Standard Top
- Windshield Channel required for installation
- Attach to rear with J-Clips and buckles

APPLICATION                  Part#
Jeep, 07-09, Wrangler - 2 Door (35) (36) 941XX
Jeep, 10-12, Wrangler - 2 Door (35) (36) 942XX
Jeep, 07-09, Wrangler - 4 Door (35) (36) 945XX
Jeep, 10-12, Wrangler - 4 Door (35) (36) 946XX

B Outback Wind Breaker
- Deflects air up and over the passenger area and reduces draft, noise and moisture
- Features clear plastic windows for great rear visibility
- Attaches to roll bar, lower cutout is secured with zipper

APPLICATION        PART#
Jeep, 07-12, Wrangler - 2 Door (35) (36) 902XX
Jeep, 07-12, Wrangler - 4 Door (35) (36) 903XX

C Tonneau Cover Extension
- Extends rear Tonneau Cover to Wind Breaker
- Covers and protects rear seats
- Tight fit eliminates flapping

APPLICATION        PART#
Jeep, 07-12, Wrangler - 4 Door (35)(36) 7612XX
Jeep, 07-12, Wrangler - 4 Door (35)(36) 7613XX

D TONNEAU COVER
- Tight fit eliminates flapping in the breeze
- Protect gear from the elements and prying eyes
- Boots seal around roll bar with Velcro®

APPLICATION                  Part #
Jeep, 07-12, Wrangler - 2 Door (35) (36) 7612XX
Jeep, 07-12, Wrangler - 4 Door (35) (36) 7613XX

COLOR CHART
Black Diamond (35)
Khaki Diamond (36)